Binding and cleavage characteristics of the complexes formed between the neocarzinostatin chromophore and single site containing oligonucleotides.
It is shown by fluorescence spectroscopy that the post-activated form of neocarzinostatin chromophore (NCSi-glu) can form stable complexes with single-site oligonucleotides (SSOs) featuring sequences known to be involved in double stranded (AGC.GCT, AGT.ACT, AGA.TCT, ACA.TGT) or single stranded (AGG.CCT) cleavage (attacked residues in bold). Furthermore, the same SSOs form cleavage productive complexes with native neocarzinostatin chromophore (NCS chrom) over a similar concentration range. The productive complexes yield damage similar to that observed if the same sequence is part of a longer DNA piece. Previously identified double stranded site sequences ATT.AAT and TAT.ATA are shown to contain overlapping attack sites. Binding order preference derived from fluorescence quenching experiments for NCSi-glu is consistent with constants derived by quantitative cleavage affinity binding experiments with NCS chrom. This confirms the similarity in interactions between the NCSi-glu and NCS chrom and justifies the use of NCSi-glu as a stable analog of NCS chrom.